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The rise of social media platforms has created a new form of celebrities – the 
microcelebrity. ‘Average’ people now have the opportunity to create a name 
for themselves within different communities. However, the “reality” that is 
portrayed on their social media platforms can be misleading to fans and 
followers. This exhibit examines the case study of Essena O’Neill – a former 
Instagram model with 500,000 followers – who used her large platform to 
show her followers that the lives portrayed on social media are not always as 
glamorous as they may appear. What does the life of an Instagram celebrity 
really like? What happens after the shot is taken? Is it all as glamorous as it 
appears on their social media feeds? Essena O’Neill: A Construct of Reality 
reveals the truths of microcelebrity status and demonstrates how photo 
manipulation and editing allows any social media user to create their own 
personal Construct of Reality. 

For maximum reach and impact, this exhibit will be displayed at high school campuses 
throughout the United States. 

Statement of Purpose



Step 01: 
Viewer Participation

Photo Booth

Step 02: 
Meet Essena O’Neill

Video of Essena O’Neill

Step 03: 
Construct vs. Reality

“Not My Dress” (Image 1)
“Paid For Ad” (Image 2)
“Not #Goals” (Image 3)

“So Totally Goals” (Image 4)
“Please Like This Photo” (Image 5)

Step 04: 
Photo Manipulation

Editing Station
“Beyond the Border” (Image 6)

“A Narrow View” (Image 7)

Exhibition Checklist
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Step 01: Viewer Participation

Exhibition Checklist

Photo booth will feature green screen backdrop and viewer will be 
able to take photo with self timer on camera



Introduction to Exhibit

Exhibition Text | Introductory Text

We live in a society where anyone can create a name for themselves online through 
the use of social media. This has created a rise in the growth of “microcelebrities” – 
every day “normal” people who find fame through social media. While many of the 
photos taken by microcelebrities lead their followers to believe that they live the 
“ideal” or “perfect” lifestyle, this is far from the truth. What young men and women 
fail to keep in mind when viewing microcelebrity’s social media accounts is that each 
photo is planned and edited in order to portray a particular message. In essence, the 
life that is portrayed to others on social media is not always as glamorous or enticing 
as it seems online. Obsession with Instagram celebrities has led to an increase in 
depression among young men and women who compare their lives to those they see 
on Instagram and begin to become envious of the lives that they believe they should 
have. 

However, Essena O’Neill has helped to break down these walls and has allowed us to 
see what happens behind lens. The Australian Instagram model, Essena amassed 
over 500,000 followers on Instagram, was recruited by top modeling agencies and 
was paid for product promotions. However, she walked away from her success and 
contracts and showed her followers the truth behind the photos she posted. 



Step 02: Meet Essena O’Neill

Exhibition Checklist

“Essena O’Neill Quits 
Instagram”
Essena O’Neill
Youtube Video
36”x36”
Source: Guardian (video)



The Truth Behind Instagram Fame: 
Meet Essenna O’Neill

Exhibition Text | Text 2.1



“Not My Dress”
Essena O’Neill
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: Instagram

Step 03: Construct vs. Reality

Caption: NOT REAL LIFE – I didn’t pay 
for the dress, took countless photos trying 
to look hot for Instagram, the formal made 
me feel incredibly alone. BEHIND THE 
IMAGE COMING SOON – www.
letsbegamchangers.com

Exhibition Checklist



“Paid for Ad”
Essena O’Neill
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: Instagram

Step 03: Construct vs. Reality

Caption: EDIT REAL CAPTION: paid for this 
photo. If you find yourself looking at “Instagram 
girls” and wishing your life was there’s…Realise 
you only see what they want. If they tag a 
company 99% of the time it’s paid. Nothing is 
wrong with supporting brands you love (for 
example I proudly would promote Eco sheets or 
vegan meal in exchange for money as its business 
for a purpose to me), BUT this ^^^ this has not 
purpose. Not purpose in a forced smile, tiny 
clothes and being paid to look pretty. We are a 
generation told to consume and consume, with no 
thought of where it all come from and where it all 
goes. Exhibition Checklist



“Not #Goals”
Essena O’Neill
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: Instagram

Step 03: Construct vs. Reality

Caption: A 15 year old girl that calorie restricts and excessively 
exercises  is not goals. Anyone addicted to social media fame like I 
once was, is not in a conscious state. 

Exhibition Checklist



“So Totally Goals”
Essena O’Neill
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: Instagram

Step 03: Construct vs. Reality

Caption: NOT REAL LIFE – took over 100 in similar poses trying to make my stomach look 
good. Would have hardly eaten that day. Would have yelled at my little sister to keep taking them 
until I was somewhat proud of this. Yep so totally #goals.

Exhibition Checklist



“Please Like This Photo”
Essena O’Neill
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: Instagram

Step 03: Construct vs. Reality

Caption: Edit: “Please like this photo, I put on makeup, curled my hair, tight dress, big 
uncomfortable jewelry… Took over 50 shots until I got one I thought you might like, then I edited 
this one selfie for ages on several apps – just so I could feel some social approval from you.” 
THERE IS NOTHING REAL ABOUT THIS. #celebrity construct”

Exhibition Checklist



“Beyond the Border”
Chompoo Baritone
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: The Independent

Step 04: Photo Manipulation

Exhibition Checklist



“A Narrow View”
Chompoo Baritone
iPhone Photography
36”x36”
Source: The Independent

Step 04: Photo Manipulation

Exhibition Checklist



Whose Construct of Reality?

Exhibition Text | Text 4.1



Before exiting the exhibit, viewers will be given the 
opportunity to edit the photo that was taken at the 
beginning of the exhibit by adding a background 
and filters to the photo. Photo will then be printed 
out for viewer to take home with them.

Step 04: Photo Manipulation


